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Forecasts of individuals (“How likely is a consumer to…”) and forecasts of collectives (“What percentage of consumers…”) are

logically equivalent, but 5 studies show that collectives are predicted to be more selfish than individuals. The asymmetry emerges

because forecasts of consumers’ (vs. a consumer’s) behavior are driven by distinct considerations.
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people who wrote two reasons for why they felt deprived; “hot ” 
state), were more lenient in their sentencing of deprived but not 
non-deprived offenders, while people, who were not made to feel 
financially worse off than their peers (i.e., people who wrote six rea-
sons for why they felt deprived; “cold” state), did not differentiate 
between those offenders.

Predicting Consumers’ Selfishness versus 
Predicting a Consumer’s Selfishness: Asymmetries in 

Forecasts for Individuals versus Collectives  

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Marketers, policymakers, and consumers alike have cause to 

forecast others’ morally-relevant behaviors. For example, the gov-
ernment may consider what percentage of consumers will submit 
fraudulent warranty claims. Alternatively, a charity may forecast the 
likelihood that a consumer will donate to charity. 

These examples differ most obviously in the behavior they fo-
cus on, but they differ in another key, but heretofore unappreciated, 
sense. The first example focuses the forecaster on consumers in gen-
eral, while the second question focuses the forecaster on an individ-
ual (though non-individuated) consumer. Both consumer behavior 
and JDM researchers have treated forecasts of non-individuated in-
dividuals and collectives interchangeably. But might such forecasts 
systematically differ? 

In five studies, participants estimated what percentage of con-
sumers would engage in a morally-relevant behavior (collective 
condition), or they indicated the percent likelihood that a randomly 
selected individual from the population would display that behav-
ior (individual condition). These two questions are normatively 
equivalent; for example, from a room with 30% women, the prob-
ability than any specific person is female is also 30%. Studies 1 and 2 
demonstrated that people forecast that individuals will behave more 
prosocially than will collectives. Studies 3 through 5 provided cor-
relational and experimental support for why a difference emerged.

In Study 1, all participants forecasted whether others would 
comply with a request. We framed compliance as being helpful 
(compliance = pro-social condition) or as failing to stand up for 
what is right (compliance = anti-social condition). Participants esti-
mated—for an individual or for a collective—whether people would 
comply. The predicted 2 (framing: compliance = prosocial or com-
pliance = antisocial) X 2 (target: individual or collective) interaction 
emerged, F(1, 120) = 4.14, p = .04. Regardless of whether it meant 
complying or resisting compliance, individuals—more so than col-
lectives—were predicted to behave pro-socially. Because the same 
behavior was framed as pro-social or anti-social, alternative explana-
tions appealing to specific features of compliance—as opposed to its 
pro-sociality—are made less plausible.

In Study 2, participants estimated others’ (or an other’s) likeli-
hood of engaging in a range of pro-social and anti-social behaviors 
(identified as highly representative of these categories through pre-
testing) in the next month. Conceptually replicating Study 1, a 2(be-
havior: pro-social or anti-social) X 2(target: individual or collective) 
interaction emerged, F(1, 305) = 5.44, p = .02. A (non-individuated) 
consumer was forecasted to behave more pro-socially than were con-
sumers as a whole. 

Might these differences emerge for an artifactual reason--re-
flecting a difference between forecasts made in continuous terms 
(“How likely is this consumer to….) versus discrete terms (“What 
percentage of consumers will….”). Study 3 addressed this concern 

by eliciting all judgments in a discrete form, asking “Thinking of a 
randomly selected Cornellian, how many times in the next year will 
he or she…” versus “Thinking of all Cornell students, how many 
times will the average student…” The same 2(behavior: pro-social or 
anti-social) X 2(target: individual or collective) interaction emerged, 
F(1, 218) = 11.89, p = .001. 

Why might these differences emerge? Miller (1999) suggested 
that consumers subscribe to a descriptive “norm of self-interest,” 
believing others to be generally motivated by selfishness. We identi-
fied two sources of constraint on consumers’ selfishness. First, con-
sumers have an internal moral conscience that pushes them to do 
the right thing. Second, there are social prohibitions on anti-social 
behavior that constrain it. Might forecasts of individuals versus col-
lectives differ because each target type (individual or collective) fo-
cuses the forecaster on a different consideration? One hint from past 
research comes from findings that suggested that people were more 
sensitive to internal experiences when considering an individual than 
a group (Hsee & Weber, 1997). Also, Flynn and Lake (2008) found 
that people underestimated the impact of social pressure when con-
sidering an individual’s behavior. 

Participants in Study 3 rated, for each behavior, how much 
there would be internal pressure from one’s moral conscience, and 
how much there would be social pressure, to do the right thing. And 
indeed, hierarchical linear modeling showed that forecasts for indi-
viduals were influenced by how much it was assumed an internal 
moral conscience would lead one to behave pro-socially, whereas 
social forces were neglected. Forecasts for collectives showed the 
reverse pattern.

Studies 4 and 5 confirmed this mechanistic account experimen-
tally. In Study 4, participants saw the same set of selfless behaviors 
that had been slightly modified to speak to one’s moral conscience 
more or less. For example, in the high appeal to moral conscience 
condition, participants forecasted donation rates to Doctors Without 
Borders. In the low appeal to moral conscience condition, partici-
pants forecasted donation rates to the Chamber of Commerce. Con-
sistent with our account, when selfless behaviors had a strong appeal 
to a person’s moral conscience, individuals were judged as more 
likely to do them than were collectives, t(234) = 3.72, p < .001. The 
asymmetry was eliminated when the behaviors had low appeal to 
moral conscience, t(234) = 1.25, p > .24.

In Study 5, participants learned about a dictator game that was 
played either publicly (high social pressure) or anonymously (low 
social pressure). Participants forecasted whether dictators would be-
have very anti-socially, giving only one penny to the other player. A 
2(public pressure: high or low) X 2 (target: individual or collective) 
interaction emerged, F(1, 86) = 4.58, p = .04. Under high social 
pressure, both individuals and collectives were seen as equally un-
likely to be stingy, t < 1. But under low social pressure, collectives 
were forecasted to be more anti-social, t(86) = 2.40, p = .02. Remov-
ing the social constraints on bad behavior only influenced forecasts 
of collectives.

Psychologically, forecasting a consumer’s behavior differs from 
forecasting consumers’ behavior. Given this distinction has not been 
previously appreciated, we hope that these findings may help make 
sense of when and why there may be disagreements about forecasts 
of consumers’ (or a consumer’s) behavior. With an understanding of 
how these forecasts tend to differ, future research may uncover when 
forecasts of one type or the other lead to more accurate predictions 
of the future.


